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The Economics of Measurement
This Series Tracks the Flight of Value from Offline to Online
We estimate that US audience measurement revenue will grow by 25% over the next three years, reaching
approximately $3.3B in 2018. Offshore, we estimate that audience measurement revenue will grow by
44%, reaching $880MM in 2018. We recommend purchase of comScore, Nielsen, and Rentrak.
In summary, our view is:
1. Growth for ad-driven websites is
slowing. US display revenue was
flat at ~$12B in 2014. Total US
internet ad revenue growth fell 140
basis points to 15.6% in 2014,
despite 76% mobile advertising
revenue growth.
2. Taking share from the $70B US TV
advertising market is the path
most likely to accelerate online
advertising growth.
3. As the global online and offline addriven media worlds converge,
ad agencies and brands are
demanding
better
third-party
measurement that allows them
to assess and compare accurate
ROIs between websites and across
global distribution platforms in
all media.
4. As
screens
proliferate,
the
complexity of deciding where to
spend ad dollars rises, and thirdparty measurement and analytics
are valued more highly.
5. US TV advertisers have always paid an independent third-party referee, such as Nielsen or Rentrak, to
audit audience delivery because they often use this data to demand “make-goods” for audience
shortfalls. Internet sites must meet this test in order to garner meaningful dollars from TV.
6. Because premium online video ads often sell for very high CPMs, (i.e., $20-30 per thousand
impressions), there are strong incentives for impression fraud. By identifying and eradicating
overpayment for fraud, third-party measurement companies essentially pay for themselves.
7. Given the large and growing size of online and TV advertising spending, coupled with the pressure to
waste less, we expect rapid growth of measurement fees globally, and we recommend purchase of
Nielsen ($2.8B of global measurement revenue in 2015E), comScore ($370MM of global
measurement revenue in 2015E) and Rentrak ($70MM of measurement revenue in 2015E).
Relevant disclosure information begins on page 11.



Executive Summary
Qualitative Upside Drivers of Audience Measurement Valuations
Below we list the key trends driving upside earnings performance and valuation multiple expansion for thirdparty audience measurement companies. We recommend purchase of comScore, Nielsen and Rentrak.
Stakes Are Rising
The global scale of the internet makes it a powerful distribution platform, from an economic point of view.
Measuring globally scaled ad campaigns and content consumption represents an upside revenue driver for thirdparty measurement companies, and makes the measurement fee pie larger than at any time in the past.
Complexity
Audiences are fracturing as screens owned by each consumer proliferate. Measurement difficulty is growing every
day. As brands follow audiences onto digital platforms, in addition to TV, they are insisting on more and better
data. The ability to link ads to purchase behavior benefits any company that can deliver “big data” solutions.
Third-party measurement companies have teams of measurement scientists PhDs working to solve the difficult
problems associated with comparability across screens, media, and countries.
Comparability
To maximize their spending efficiency, advertising agencies and brands want third-party measurement that makes
metrics comparable across TV and websites, including reach, frequency, demos, unique users, viewability, etc.
De-Duplicated Audiences
Only third-party measurement companies can assess how many unique consumers an ad reached over all devices
(TVs, PCs, laptops, tablets or smartphones). The ability to assess how many unique (i.e., unduplicated) viewers
were reached becomes more valuable as desktop usage cedes to mobile devices.
Addressable Advertising
Addressable advertising (where new ads can be swapped in or out at any time) enables hyper-targeting, which
gives publishers access to very granular data sets and allows audience measurement companies to generate new
measurement products that have pricing power.

Quantitative Upside Drivers of Audience Measurement Valuations

*SCOR is calculated as total 2015E revenue of $370MM minus $110MM of international revenue. Nielsen is calculated as $2.8B of 2015E
Watch segment revenue (including Arbitron) minus $500MM of international revenue. RENT data represents calendar 2015 TV
Everywhere segment revenue, for comparability.
**Needham assumes NLSN grows revenue at 4%, SCOR at 15%, and RENT at 50% annually from 2015-2018.

Internet Ad Growth Is Slowing in the US
Although online advertising is a global business, we prefer using US numbers because we have more confidence
in their accuracy (owing to several corroborating sources), and we believe that the US leads the rest of the world,
so focusing on shifts in the US often provides useful insights about future global trends.
As illustrated in Figure 1:
 Thanks to mobile ad growth, US
Figure 1: US Internet Advertising Trends
internet ad revenue growth fell only
140 basis points to 15.6% in 2014,
down from 17.0% growth in 2013.
 Non-mobile internet advertising
growth in the US slowed to 4% (to
$37B including search) in 2014,
down from 8% growth in 2013, and
down from 10% growth in 2012.
 US mobile advertising revenue grew
76%, to $12.5B, in 2014, after rising
109% in 2013. By implication, most
internet ad growth in the US is
coming from mobile devices.
 Investment Implications: With US
online ad growth coming mostly
from new devices, this implies
growing complexity for ad agencies,
brands and publishers. More
complexity drives demand for new measurement products. Digital ad buys are typically targeted, so adding
products that track gross impressions across all screens and then de-duplicating the audience represents
measurement revenue upside.

Display Advertising Is Stagnant
According to Figure 2:
Figure 2: Online Ad Revenue Mix, 2013-14
 Search grew by 7% in 2014 and
represents the lion’s share of US
online advertising revenue, at
about $19.6B, or 40% of the
total.
 Display revenue was about flat at
$12.1B, or 24% of total.
 Online video revenue grew 18%
in 2014, which is relatively anemic
considering how tiny it is,
at $3.3B.
 Investment Implications: US
internet advertising is broken up
into five key channels, some of
which are growing and some of
which are stagnant. Because
Source: PwC entertainment forecast.
companies in a growing ad silo
should be valued more highly because it is easier (i.e., more likely) that they will report revenue growth,
the demand for measurement should grow fastest among the highest quality websites as
competition intensifies.
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Winner-Take-Most Markets in Display Advertising
As illustrated in Figure 3:
Figure 3: Winners Take Most
 Display advertising revenue is a
“winner-take-most” market, as
evidenced by the largest 10 addriven websites taking 71% (about
$35B, or $3.5B each) of US
display revenue in 2014.
 The next largest 15 sites
represented 11% (about $5B, or
$1.4B each) of US internet
revenue in 2014.
th
 Countless sites below the 26
largest battled for 18% (about
$9B) of US ad revenue in 2014.
 This pattern has remained
essentially unchanged since 2005.
For example, between 2005 and
2014, the largest 10 online advertisers represented between 69% and 74% of US display ad revenue.
 Investment Implications: As internet ad growth in the US slows, competition for ad dollars intensifies. To
take share, we believe the largest 25 websites will spend more money on measurement to try to take share
from the $9B of ad revenue currently on smaller websites.

Growth Must Come from TV Ad Revenue
Owing to the sheer size of the digital advertising marketplace, the best chance for ad-driven websites to jumpstart growth is to target the TV advertising silo.
As illustrated in Figure 4:
 Since 2011, both TV and
Figure 4: US TV vs. Internet Advertising
online advertising have grown
consistently.
 Between 2011 and 2014, US ad
spending on TV grew at $2B to
$4B per year, depending on the
election cycle, on a $60B base.
 Over the same time frame,
US internet advertising added
$5B to $6B annually, on a
$32B base, driven by mobile and
search growth.
 If these run rates persist, internet
advertising will become larger
than TV advertising in the US
around 2022.
 We note that Figure 4 was
published in 2013, so its digital
revenue estimates for 2014 are slightly below the 2014 actuals shown in Figure 2.
 Investment Implications: eMarketer projects that both TV and digital advertising will grow slowly for the
next several years, with digital ad spending growing faster (i.e., closing the gap) over time. Any ad shifts
from the TV column would accelerate the digital growth and slow the TV growth projected in Figure 4.
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An Ecosystem Approach
The US TV ecosystem is highly complex. It is also a business of giants. Economic relationships are built over
decades and codified in long-term contracts. Nowhere in media is value creation more contingent on every
specialized piece of the ecosystem working at its best. Measurement is one important cog. We believe that only
third-party measurement can answer the most important economic questions as screens proliferate and audiences
fragment. Accurate answers are critical because the stakes are enormous at $70B of US TV advertising revenue
plus $3.3B of online video ad revenue in 2014. In the next section, we highlight the type of insights that can
only be provided by third-party audience measurement services.

Viewing Rises 80% when DVR and VOD Playback Are Included
Rentrak’s US TV data is interesting owing to its granularity. RENT tracks TV viewing behavior from
60MM set-top boxes across the US. As illustrated in Figure 5, in February 2015 vs. February 2014, for 13 new
episodes of the most popular primetime shows in America:
 Viewing on DVRs plus VOD
Figure 5: Viewing Rises 80% with DVR + VOD
added 80% to live viewing in
February 2015, much higher than
the 50% added in February 2014.
 Overall viewing grew 18% y/y to
9.1MM in February 2015.
 Live viewing fell by 4%, from an
average audience size of 5.2MM
in February 2014 to an
average audience size of 5MM in
February 2015.
 DVR playback during the first 3
days represented the bulk of nonlive viewing in February 2015,
adding an average of 3MM
viewers, representing 60% more
Source: Rentrak, 13 new episodes of top primetime shows, February 2014 vs. 2015.
audience than live viewing alone.
 After day 3, DVR playback during day 4-15 plus VOD views during the first 28 days together added 1MM
views, or about 20% more audience than live viewing alone. As the US TV industry moves to being paid for
Live + 7 days DVR viewing (from Live + 3 days currently), content companies should capture more value.

VOD Gaining Share of Total Viewing
Free video on demand (VOD) is growing rapidly. As illustrated in Figure 6:
 The installed base of TVs
Figure 6: VOD Trends, 1Q15 vs. 1Q14
that can access VOD grew by 18%
500
to 21.3MM over the past
439
12 months.
371
1Q14
 Unduplicated VOD demand grew
1Q15
18% to 439MM y/y in 1Q15,
driven by growth in free VOD
18%
content availability.
18%
 Total time spent per VOD
transaction
grew
7%
to
36
39
18
21
39 minutes.
7%
0
Unique TV's
Views/Transactions (mm) Time Spent/Transaction
 Total time spent viewing VOD
(mins)
content over the past 12 months
Source: Rentrak, VOD report dated June 2015.
grew 26% to 283MM hours.

283
225

26%

Total Time Spent (hours)
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Netflix Adds Hours Per Day of Viewing
Nielsen is the gold standard in third-party measurement and publishes an excellent quarterly report called “The
Total Audience Report” that tracks audience and advertising trends for the $70B US TV ad silo. The two charts
from NLSN’s 4Q14 report that we think most clearly demonstrate the value of third-party measurement across
the video ecosystem are included below.
As illustrated in Figure 7:
 US homes with connected devices
Figure 7: Viewing by Households with Connected Devices
(such as Roku, AppleTV, etc.)
that also subscribe to Netflix or
another SVOD service spend
much more time (2 hours 45
minutes) with various media than
any other household group.
 Homes with no broadband but
with a connected device report
the fewest hours of media
consumption (at 1 hour 21
minutes), suggesting that the fast
speeds of broadband are a gating
factor to online video viewing.
 In total, NLSN found that a
typical US TV household with at
least one connected device spent
Source: Nielsen 4Q14 Total Audience Measurement report.
about 56 minutes per day
watching TV content on a DVR
(i.e., time-shifted), plus 31 minutes using a video game console, plus 13 minutes using multi-media
devices, plus 17 minutes watching content on DVDs in 4Q14. The viewing hours per day are all much
higher than these averages if the household subscribes to Netflix or another SVOD provider, suggesting
more content choices result in more viewing time.

Video Viewing On Smartphones Is Growing Rapidly
Figure 8: Smartphone Video Usage (Adults 18+ on Web/Apps)
As illustrated in Figure 8:
 NLSN
data
answers
the
question, Will folks watch video
on small screens including
smartphones?
 This data is taken from
125,000 consumers, broken
into quintiles.
 The answer is “all or nothing.”
 Viewing of video on smartphones is very concentrated
among
the
top
quintile
(25,500) of respondents.
 The bottom two quintiles are so
small, it’s hard to see them.
 Interesting, the overall growth
Source: Nielsen 4Q14 Total Audience Measurement report.
rate of about 21% is consistent
across all quintiles, with no
meaningful share shifts year over year.
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Digital Platforms Add Younger Audiences to TV Programming
David Poltrack, head of research at CBS, often has important insights, including the two charts below.
As illustrated in Figure 9:
Figure 9: US TV Viewing: CBS Median Age, Online vs. TV
 According to CBS research,
younger audiences prefer digital
platforms.
 An analysis of the entire CBS
primetime schedule (at an average
cost of $4-6MM/hour to make)
shows that the average age of
viewing is 10-23 years younger on
digital platforms than on the
device called a television.
 Since younger audiences are more
valuable to advertisers, these
online viewers, while small
in
number,
deliver
more
economic upside than their
ratings numbers suggest.
Source: CBS primetime programing, Nielsen, 3Q14.
 Importantly, Figure 9 answers the
question, “Do the kids watch TV?” The implication of Figure 9 is that the answer is that they do watch TV
content, but they prefer to view it on digital devices.

DVR Viewing Has Stabilized
DVR penetration reached 49% of US households, essentially stable with the 48% penetration reported in 2013,
according to Nielsen. When TiVo went public in 4Q99, we projected it would take 5 years to reach 50%
penetration levels for DVRs. It actually took 15 years.
As illustrated in Figure 10:
Figure 10: DVR Playback Trends
 DVR usage (i.e., time-shifted
viewing) for the most coveted
target audience on TV, adults 1849, rose only 2% y/y in 3Q14,
suggesting maturity. The slow
growth of DVR viewing in this
target
audience
may
be
attributable to more streaming
and VOD options.
 Across all households, DVR
playback grew 6% in 3Q14, driven
primarily by 10% growth reported
by the oldest demographic
segment, adults over 50 years old,
Source: CBS and Nielsen, 3Q data comparing 2012, 2013, and 2014.
which are the least valuable
segment to advertisers.
 Investment Implications: Viewing over a DVR is stabilizing as other “on-demand” alternatives
proliferate. This shift has positive economic implications because DVR viewing garners the lowest revenue
per hour because most ads are skipped. That is, revenue from almost any alternative to DVR viewing is
higher because an average of 70% of commercials are skipped when viewing occurs on a DVR.
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Fraudulent Impressions Are Concentrated
comScore is a prolific publisher of white papers across a broad range of topics, typically relating to the online
world. We are especially appreciative of SCOR’s work on non-human traffic, because this issue undermines trust
in the ROI of online ad spending. In March 2014, the IAB estimated that 36% of all web traffic was fake (i.e.,
fraudulent), including bots, click farms, domain laundering, etc.
As illustrated in Figure 11:
 It is only a small percent of
Figure 11: Non-Human Traffic on US Internet Sites
publisher
websites
where
fraudulent impressions such as
non-human
traffic
(NHT)
represent
20-50%
of
total
impressions.
These
websites
damage the perception of internet
advertising’s ROI when exchanges
don’t vet the quality of the ad
inventory they are selling. SCOR
has a measurement product
designed to minimize this waste.
 One of the issues with the open
internet is that there will always be
incentives for a few websites to be
Source: comScore Custom Analytics, US only, November 2014.
bad actors. In the near term, there
is no policeman, fine, or recourse when a website overstates its online impressions. We think this is a key
factor driving growth toward “closed systems” like Facebook and Pandora, where viewers sign in under
their real names and remain logged in throughout their usage. In these cases, the advertising agency and
brand is comfortable that they are reaching real folks, and that FB or P will fix any problem that arises in an
effort to protect the perceived ROI of their ad units.

Purchases Over Mobile Devices Is Growing
As illustrated in Figure 12:
Figure 12: Mobile Commerce Growing
 Of total e-commerce of $72B
in 1Q15, 15% took place on
mobile devices.
 Mobile commerce grew 52% from
$7.3B in 1Q14 to $11.1B in 1Q15.
 Desktop
commerce
grew
9%
from $56.1B in 1Q14 to $61.1B
in 1Q15.
 In total, retail sales online grew 14%,
from $63B in 1Q14 to $72B in
1Q15, with the bulk of growth
coming from mobile devices.
 About $1 in every $3 of online
spending on toys, video games,
jewelry,
watches,
music
and
movies is purchased over a
Source: comScore e-Commerce & m-Commerce in 1Q15.
smartphone or tablet, with the
balance via a desktop computer.
 By contrast, only 10% of total consumer packages goods and consumer electronics purchased online are via
a mobile device.
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Advertising Mix Shifts in TV Shows Aired Online
FreeWheel publishes an excellent quarterly report that tracks advertising revenue in long-form premium content
(i.e., TV shows) as it travels across digital platforms. We estimate that the advertising revenue tracked by the
1Q15 (seasonally weak) FreeWheel report was about $80MM, representing a run rate of $250-300MM for the
full year 2015. Growth in ad revenue is both a function of growing demand and rising ad loads, and
monetization is shifting rapidly between digital platforms.
As illustrated in Figure 13:
 Of the $80MM total (our
Figure 13: Ad Monetization Growth, 1Q15
estimate) spent in 1Q15, overthe-top (OTT) ad revenue grew
380% to 8% of total (to
$6.4MM), a record.
 Smartphone ad revenue growth
during
long-form
video
programming grew 105% to reach
17% of total (to $13.6MM).
 If Tablet and Desktop/Laptop ad
revenue are each growing 25-30%,
this implies they are losing
monetization share to OTT and
smartphones, which are growing
3-10x faster.
 Importantly, our surveys suggest
that 70% of long-form (>20
Source: FreeWheel Video Monetization Report, 1Q15.
minute episodes) viewing on
tablets and smartphones is done inside the home, not outside. We think this is because mobile devices are
personal devices and therefore constantly available, so viewers can watch TV shows and films whenever they
find a window of time, inside or outside the home.

Programmatic Exchanges for Premium Video Ads Are Growing Slowly
As illustrated in Figure 14:
Figure 14: Ad Network/Exchange Share of Ad Views
 Demand for premium video ad
units continues to exceed supply
of available ad inventory in longform programming viewed online.
 Because premium online video ad
inventory
remains
supply
constrained, there is minimal use
of resellers to help sell out unused
video ad inventory.
 In 1Q15, the seasonally weakest
quarter of the year, 6.3% of total
online ads in premium long-form
video content were sold through
ad networks, essentially flat with
6.0% in 1Q14.
Source: FreeWheel Video Monetization Report, 1Q15.
 We note that usage of ad
exchanges is seasonal (highest in
1Q) because the first quarter generally has the lowest ad demand and the most unsold ad inventory, a
reaction to typically strong 4Q ad spending.
The Economics of Measurement
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comScore
Nielsen
Rentrak

Rev
2015E
($mm)

EPS
2015E

Net Debt
(cash)
($mm)

FCF/
Share

Dividend/
Share

$371
$6,309
$142

$1.77
$2.65
$0.57

($41)
$7,004
($84)

$2.09
$3.35
$0.75

-$1.12
--

Private Companies in the Measurement Space
We think investors should also pay attention to private companies in the measurement space, because they
tend to be the fastest growers and the most dynamic innovators. Below we include three private companies
that are especially interesting to us.
NinthDecimal, Inc. provides mobile advertising and data platform. It
specializes in connecting advertisers to on-the-go mobile audience using
the location-based interactive media channels. The company offers a
platform that enables advertisers to identify and target specific geographic
audience segments, and deliver advertising based on a person’s physical location, venue, and brand of venue.
It also enables device manufacturers and wireless broadband network hosts to leverage advertising as a
currency for wireless Internet access, as well as serves advertisements to public Wi-Fi locations in N.A.
PlaceIQ, Inc. develops mobile marketing tools that take photos of places
shared on mobile phones. It extracts context and meaning from large
amounts of location data and organizes it into actionable intelligence. The
firm is able to take large amounts of often unstructured, unrelated,
location-based data such as photos, place data, event data, digital and social data through a series of processes
of data cleansing, normalization, analysis and machine learning to extract patterns, trends, intelligence and
context from the data.
xAd, Inc. operates local advertising network. It offers a global location
marketplace that brings together buyers and sellers with ad targeting
solutions focused on driving in-store traffic and sales. xAd is focused on
capturing in-store visitation behaviors for ad targeting, insights, and
measurement solutions.
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6/3/15
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21 Century Fox - Cl A
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$33.64
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AOL
50.18
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B
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62.22
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B
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SCOR
57.68
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B, G
FB
82.44
Buy
B, G
Facebook
Google
GOOG
540.31
Buy
B, G
Netflix
NFLX
621.11
Buy
B, G
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NLSN
45.35
Buy
B
Pandora Media
P
18.58
Buy
B
RENT
67.19
Buy
B, G
Rentrak
Scripps Networks Interactive
SNI
67.00
Buy
B
Viacom
VIAB
68.22
Hold
B, G
Walt Disney
DIS
111.17
Hold
B
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